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Introduction

Over the years, platforms and application requirements change. As they do, technologies come, go, and return
again as the preferred solution to certain system problems. In each of its incarnations, the technology’s details
change but the principles remain the same. One such technology is distributed transactions on middle-tier servers.
Here, we argue that after a 15-year decline, they need to return to the mainstream.
In the 1980’s, Transaction Processing (TP) monitors were a popular category of middleware product that
enabled customers to build scalable distributed systems to run transactions. Example products were CICS
(IBM), Tuxedo (AT&T for Unix), ACMS (DEC for VAX/VMS), and Pathway (Tandem for Guardian) [4]. Their
main features were multithreaded processes (not supported natively by most operating systems), inter-process
communication (usually a crude form of remote procedure call), and a forms manager (for end users to submit
transaction requests). The TP monitor ran on middle-tier servers that received transaction requests from front-end
processors that communicated with end-user devices, such as terminals and PC’s, and with back end database
servers. The top-level application code executed on the middle-tier and invoked stored procedures on the database
server.
In those days, database management systems (DBMS’s) supported ACID transactions, but hardly any of them
supported distributed transactions. The TP monitor vendors saw this as a business opportunity and worked on
adding a transaction manager feature that implemented the two-phase commit protocol (2PC). Such a feature
required DBMS’s to expose Start, Prepare, Commit, and Abort as operations that could be invoked by the TP
monitor. Unfortunately, most of them didn’t support Prepare, and even if they did, they didn’t expose it to
applications. They were willing to do so, but they didn’t want to implement a different protocol for each TP
monitor product. Thus, the XA standard was born, which defined TP monitor and DBMS interfaces (including
Prepare) and protocols that allowed a TP monitor to run a distributed transaction across DBMS servers [17].
This middle-tier architecture for distributed transactions was popular for about 20 years, into the late 1990s.
Then TP monitors were replaced by Application Servers, which integrated a TP monitor with web servers, so it
could receive transaction requests over HTTP, rather than receiving them from devices connected by a local area
or terminal network. Examples include Microsoft Transaction Server, later renamed COM+, and Java Enterprise
Edition (JEE), implemented by IBM’s WebSphere Application Server, Oracle’s WebLogic Application Server,
and Red Hat’s JBoss Application Server [12]. The back end architecture was the same as before. Each transaction
started executing on a middle-tier server and invoked stored procedures to read and write the database.
Although this execution model is still widely used, starting in the early 2000’s it fell out of favor for new
application development, especially for applications targeted for cloud computing. More database vendors offered
built-in support for distributed transactions, so there was less need to control the distributed transaction from
the middle tier. A larger part of database applications executed on data that was cached in the middle tier. And
the NoSQL movement argued that distributed transactions were too slow, that they limited scalability, and that
customers rarely needed them anyway [11]. Eventual consistency became all the rage [18].
The critics of distributed transactions had some good points. But in the end, developers found that mainstream
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programmers really did need ACID transactions to make their applications reliable in the face of concurrent
access to shared data and despite server failures. Thus, some NoSQL (key-value) stores added transaction support
(e.g., CosmosDB [2], DynamoDB [8]). Google, which had initially avoided support for multi-row distributed
transactions in Bigtable [5], later introduced them in Spanner [6]. There are now many cloud storage services and
database products that support distributed transactions.
Like product developers, database researchers have also focused on distributed transactions for back-end
database systems. Almost universally, they assume that transactions execute as stored procedures and that
middle-tier applications invoke those stored procedures but do not execute the transaction logic themselves.

2

Stateful Middle-Tier Applications

This focus on stored procedures is well justified by the needs of traditional TP applications. However, stored
procedures are not a good way of encapsulating application logic for a growing fraction of stateful applications
that run on the middle tier. These include multi-player games, datacenter telemetry, Internet of Things, and social
and mobile applications. Objects are a natural model for the entities in these applications, such as games, players,
datacenter hardware, sensors, cameras, customers, and smart phones. Such applications have a large number of
long-lived stateful objects that are spread over many servers and communicate via message passing. Like most
new applications, these applications are usually developed to run on cloud computing platforms.
These applications typically execute on middle-tier servers, rather than as stored procedures in database
servers. They do this for many reasons. They need large main memory for the state of long-lived objects. They
often have heavy computation needs, such as rendering images or computing over large graphs. They use a lot of
computation for message passing between objects so they can scale out. And they need computation to be elastic,
independent of storage requirements. These needs are satisfied by compute servers that are cheaper than database
servers because they have less storage. Hence, these apps run on compute servers in the middle tier.

2.1

Requirements for Mid-Tier Cloud Transactions

Some middle-tier applications need transactions because they have functions that read and write the state of two
or more stateful objects. For example, a game may allow users to buy and sell virtual game objects, such as
weapons, shields, and vehicles. A telemetry application may need to process an event exactly once by removing
it from a queue and updating telemetry objects based on that event. A social application may need to add a user
to a group and modify the user’s state to indicate membership in that group. Each of these cases needs an ACID
transaction over two or more objects, which may be distributed on different servers. Since these applications are
usually developed to run on cloud computing platforms, distributed transaction support must be built into the
cloud platform, a capability that is rarely supported today for cloud computing.
Distributed transactions for middle-tier applications on a cloud computing platform have four requirements
that differ from those supported by the late-1990’s products that run transactions on the middle-tier. First, like all
previous transaction mechanisms, they need to offer excellent performance. But unlike previous mechanisms, it’s
essential that they be able to scale out to a large number of servers, leading to the first requirement: The system
must have high throughput and low transaction latency, at least when transactions have low contention, and in
addition must scale out to many servers.
To scale computation independently of storage, these applications typically save their state in cloud storage.
The developers’ choice of cloud storage service depends on their application’s requirements (e.g., records,
documents, blobs, SQL), their platform provider’s offerings (e.g., AWS, Azure, Google), their employer’s storage
standards, and their developers’ expertise. Thus, we have this second requirement: The transaction mechanism
must support applications that use any cloud storage service.
The transaction mechanism needs persistent storage to track transaction state: started, prepared, committed,
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or aborted. Like the apps themselves, it needs to use cloud storage for this purpose, which is the third requirement:
The transaction mechanism must be able to use any of the cloud storage services used by applications.
The traditional data structure for storing transaction state is a log. The transaction manager relies on the order
of records in the log to understand the order in which transactions executed. Although cloud vendors implement
logs to support their database services, they do not expose database-style logging as a service for customers,
leading to a fourth requirement: The transaction mechanism cannot rely on a shared log, unless it implements the
log itself, in which case the log must run on a wide variety of storage services.
Due to the latency of cloud storage, requirements (2)-(4) create challenges in satisfying requirement (1).
The above requirements are a first cut, based on today’s applications and platforms. It is also worth targeting
variations. For example, requirement (1) could include cost/performance, which might require a tradeoff against
scalability. And (4) might go away entirely if cloud platforms offer high-performance logging as a service.

3

An Implementation in the Orleans Framework

The rest of this paper sketches a distributed transaction mechanism that satisfies the above requirements [9].
Our group built it for Microsoft’s actor-oriented programming framework, called Orleans, which is open source
and runs on both Windows and Linux [16]. The distributed transaction project is part of a longer-term effort
to enrich Orleans with other database features to evolve it into an actor-oriented database system that supports
geo-distribution, stream processing, indexing, and other database features [3].

3.1

Two-Phase Commit and Locking

For ACID semantics, Orleans transactions use two-phase commit (2PC) and two-phase locking (2PL). Our first
challenge was to obtain high throughput and scalability despite the requirement to use cloud storage. In our runs,
a write to cloud storage within a datacenter takes 20 ms and has high variance. With 2PC, a transaction does
two synchronous writes to storage. Therefore, if 2PL is used, a transaction holds locks for 40ms, which limits
throughput to 25 transactions/second (TPS). Low-latency SSD-based cloud storage is faster, but still incurs over
10 ms latency, plus higher cost. To avoid this problem, we extended early lock release to 2PC [1, 7, 10, 13, 14, 15].
After a transaction T1 terminates, it releases locks before writing to storage in phase one of 2PC. This allows a
later transaction T2 to read/update T1’s updated objects. Thus, while T1 is writing to storage, a sequence of later
transactions can update an object, terminate, and then unlock the object. To avoid inconsistency, the system delays
committing transactions that directly or indirectly read or overwrite T1’s writeset until after T1 commits. And if
T1 aborts, then those later dependent transactions abort too. Using this mechanism, we have seen transaction
throughput up to 20x that of strict 2PL/2PC.

3.2

Logging

Our initial implementation used a centralized transaction manager (TM) per server cluster [9]. It ran on an
independent server and was multithreaded. Since message-passing is a potential bottleneck, it batched its messages
to transaction servers. It worked well with throughput up to 100K TPS. However, it had three disadvantages:
it was an obvious bottleneck for higher transaction rates; a minimum configuration required two servers (i.e.,
primary and backup TM) in addition to servers that execute the application; and it added configuration complexity
since TM servers did not run Orleans and thus had to be deployed separately from application servers.
These disadvantages led us to redesign the system to avoid a centralized TM. Instead, we embed a TM in
each application object. Each TM’s log is piggybacked on its object’s storage. This TM-per-object design avoids
the above disadvantages and improves transaction latency by avoiding roundtrips to a centralized TM. However,
it doesn’t work for objects that have no updatable storage. For example, an object that performs a money transfer
calls two stateful objects, the source and target of the transfer, but it has no state itself. We allow such an object to
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participate in a transaction by delegating its TM function to a stateful participant in the transaction, that is, one
that has updatable storage.
Orleans transactions write object state to a log to enable undo when a transaction aborts. This is impractical
for large objects and is a poor fit for concurrency control that exploits operation commutativity. We therefore
developed a prototype that logs operations.
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Summary

Many new cloud applications run their logic on the middle tier, not as stored procedures. They need distributed
transactions. Thus, cloud computing platforms can and should offer scalable distributed transactions.
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